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7ATC 
7th Army Training Command 

 
The 7th ATC provides dynamic training; preparing forces to execute Unified Land Operations and contingencies 

in support of the COCOMs, NATO, and other national requirements.  
 
Strategically headquartered in central Europe, the 7th ATC is ideally positioned to develop partnerships and 
reinforce alliances with NATO and coalition forces. 
 
TRAINING TOGETHER 
 

 7th ATC’s world-class gunnery ranges, cutting-edge simulations center, and realistic maneuver area give the 
commander the power to train his Soldiers as they will operate. 

 As the U.S. Army’s only unified training command, 7th ATC has the unique ability to train from the individual 
Solder to the Joint Task Force headquarters.  

 7th ATC deploys training support packages where they are needed.  Range targetry, Observer/Controllers, 
Opposing Forces, and simulations capabilities provide a superior training experience anywhere.  

 Multinational exercises at 7th ATC are building relationships and trust for future coalitions. 
 

Mission Rehearsal Exercises 
7th ATC plays a critical role supporting ongoing mission rehearsal exercises throughout the EUCOM and 
CENTCOM areas of responsibility. These rehearsals faithfully replicate the current operating environment, fully 
supporting our nation’s commitment to NATO. Mission Rehearsal Exercises continue to prepare Germany and 
CONUS-based forces and joint headquarters for deployment to current ongoing and future contingency operations. 
 
Integrated 
Fully integrating Joint, Interagency, Special Operations, allies and multinational partners, 7th ATC is USAREUR’s 
focal point for full-spectrum training. Training the Warfighter for the realities of today’s battlefield and joint and 
multinational operating environments.
 
World-Class Gunnery 
The Grafenwoehr Training Area is comprised of 233 square kilometers of ranges and training areas that provide the 
U.S. Army, Air Force, and the militaries of our partner nations, with a world-class capability to conduct individual 
and crew live-fire qualification and company training exercises. The training area, with 44 modern, computerized 
live-fire ranges, can support current and future expeditionary forces composed of Stryker, airborne, infantry, 
aviation, and armored formations. 
 
Maneuver Area 
The 163 square kilometer Hohenfels Training Area is home to the Joint Multinational Readiness Center. The JMRC 
challenges leaders to think and operate as warriors and humanitarians in replicated operating environments like 
Afghanistan and Kosovo. With battlefield tracking and analysis systems, professional observer/controllers, civilian 
role-players and a world-class opposing forces, JMRC provides a live “train as we fight” experience, 
 
Expeditionary 
7th ATC delivers tailored training packages to support training anywhere in the world. Available packages consist of 
deployable simulation, battlefield tracking and analysis systems, observer/controllers, range operations and 
opposing forces.   
 
7th ATC can provide CTC-like training anywhere.  Military units can easily deploy to Southwest Asia, Poland, 
Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic or North Africa to conduct multinational training or mission 
rehearsals with full JMTC training capability and support.  
 
The multi-cultural environment fosters a degree of professional exchange and personal trust essential for 
successful coalitions 

www.eur.army.mil/7atc 
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